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PREFACE

This publication of the Amsterdam Center for Corporate Finance (ACCF) is devoted to
a study analyzing the importance of accounting information and transparency for effec-
tive corporate governance. 

Increasingly, we have become convinced that financial markets cannot function with-
out adequate corporate governance. Corporate governance has become a key public pol-
icy issue. For this reason the booklet starts out with an overview of key issues in global
corporate governance, and then moves on to the importance of accounting information
and disclosure. The bookkeeping scandals of the last two years have underscored the
importance of accounting information. In this study, Professor Bhattacharya shows that
accounting information, transparency and corporate governance go hand in hand.
Important conclusions are put forward, and best practice is identified. 

The author, Professor Utpal Bhattacharya, the LaSalle Bank Faculty Fellow and
Associate Professor of Finance at the Kelley School of Business of Indiana University in
the USA, is the preeminent expert in this field. He has been widely quoted in the world’s
most important business publications, from The Economist, Wall Street Journal to The
Financial Times. 

We hope that you enjoy reading it, and that this publication contributes to a further
understanding of accounting practices and corporate governance. 

February 2003
A.W.A. Boot
C.M. van Praag
Directors of ACCF
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INTRODUCTION

This document is divided into two parts. In the first part, we discuss the meaning of cor-
porate governance, look at the various mechanisms of corporate governance, and then
survey recent changes in global corporate governance. In the second part, we explore in
great detail one mechanism of good corporate governance – good accounting – and ask
how much investors really value good accounting.

Corporate governance refers to the ways in which suppliers of finance to corporations
assure themselves of getting a fair return on their investment. It refers to the mechanisms
owners of capital use to try to align the interests of the controllers of capital – the firm
managers – with their own interests. We review seven general corporate governance
mechanisms in the first part of this document, with particular emphasis on how these are
being affected by globalization. The seven corporate governance mechanisms we study
are: corporate boards, ownership composition, certifiers (like auditors, banks, bond
raters, securities analysts, financial press, regulators), market for takeovers, disclosure
laws, legal system and the nature of the dominant shareholder.

One facet of corporate governance is good accounting. Accounting is the language
of capitalism. If one loses faith in the language, as many have done because of the recent
accounting scandals, one loses faith in business itself. No amount of good corporate gov-
ernance can substitute for bad accounting. The second part of the paper investigates the
importance of accounting. Do investors really reward good accounting and punish bad
accounting? A careful analysis of 58, 653 financial statements from 34 countries reveals
to us that investors do demand a higher cost of equity and they trade less often in coun-
tries with higher earnings opacity.

1
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1 GLOBAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE1

An entrepreneur with a good idea is constrained by the amount of capital she can raise.
Though she can use her own money, and borrow from family and friends, these are lim-
ited sources of capital. Eventually, if she wants to make her firm achieve its potential, she
has to fund its growth using other people’s money. She can borrow from fellow citizens
under a contractual obligation to pay them back with interest – debt – or she could make
them co-owners, with a promise to share all the ups and downs of ownership – equity.

Today we take the existence of debt and equity as prosaic facts of economic life. We
should not. The ability of firms to raise money from fellow citizens is remarkable. Equity
is more of a paradox than debt. Think about it. If you buy shares (firm equity), you give
money to a firm which has no contractual agreement to give you anything back. If you
buy corporate bonds (firm debt), though the firm has a contractual agreement to return
your principal with interest, this agreement is only valid if the firm is solvent. It is no won-
der then that in the history of finance, debt arrived before equity.2

If the ability of firms to raise money from fellow strangers is remarkable, the ability
of firms to raise money from foreigners is a miracle. But globalization is doing just that.
Local U.S. corporate bonds and local U.S. equity held by foreign investors, or foreign
corporate bonds and foreign equity held by U.S. investors, are of the order of billions of
dollars. If cross-border transactions for the whole world are included, local securities
held by foreign investors are of the order of trillions of dollars. What are the ways in
which the foreign suppliers of finance to domestic corporations assure themselves of get-
ting a fair return on their investment? What are the ways in which the foreign owners of
capital try to align the interests of the domestic controllers of capital – the firm managers
– with their own interests? These are questions about international corporate gover-
nance.3 We review below seven general corporate governance mechanisms, with particu-
lar emphasis on how these are being affected by globalization.

The board of directors of a firm, in principle, represents the owners. The responsi-
bility of the board is to monitor management. It is supposed to do this by crafting an
effective “carrot and stick” incentive mechanism. This involves the design of a manager-
ial compensation scheme that rewards the manager if the firm value increases, and pun-
ishes the manager, sometimes by outright firing, if the firm value decreases. One prob-
lem with boards is that managers may determine the composition of the board. The
independence of the board, therefore, seems to be desirable. Globalization has acceler-
ated the desire for board independence. Codes of Best Practice issued in many countries
around the world have sought to move boards towards greater representation by non-
executive directors.4 The Cadbury Committee report of the U.K. has been particularly

3
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1 Many of the ideas in this section come from Stulz (1999) and Denis and McConnell (2002). The World Bank web
site http://rru.worldbank.org/Resources.asp?results=true is an excellent source for references.

2 Records of two banks in Mesopotamia (around 3000 B.C.) are the first records of debt in history. The first recorded
shares were of the Russia Company (UK, 1553 A.D.)

3 The tension between owners and controllers was recognized even by Adam Smith (1776). Jensen and Meckling
(1976) first provided a formal model for this tension in the financial economics literature. 

4 25 new Codes of Best Practice were published during the past 5 years. There are currently 39 codes operating in
Europe. Most firms, unfortunately, do not comply (Financial Times, April 8, 2002).



influential in this dimension. Has all of this affected the bottom line? The evidence till
date is that the number of outside directors is increasing, and these outside directors
have been altering board decisions in some, but not all, countries studied.5 It is still an
open question whether firm value has been directly impacted.

Corporate governance is a big problem if ownership is diffuse, because then it is not
in the interest of a tiny owner to bear the entire cost of monitoring, but share with every
other owner the benefit of monitoring. This is a free-rider problem. So a second way to
monitor management is to have active large shareholders instead of many small share-
holders. One problem with active large shareholders is that, like management, they have
their own self-interests. Research in the U.S. has shown a complex relationship between
the size of ownership of active shareholders and firm value: when ownership is small, the
active shareholder wants to free-ride, but when ownership is big, the active shareholder
prefers to entrench herself rather promote shareholder interest.6 Globalization makes it
possible for investors from other countries to buy significant stakes in a firm and moni-
tor management. Though this has led to an anti-foreign backlash – note that five years
after the South-East Asian crisis, despite all the talk of cleaning up bad loans, only a
handful of banks have been sold to foreigners – increasing foreign ownership of local
firms is a fact. Has all of this affected the bottom line? The evidence till date has been
indirect. It comes from the ADR market, where it has been documented that foreign
firms listed in the U.S. are worth more than their local counterparts.7 We do not know
whether this is true for other countries.

A third way to monitor management is through a well-functioning capital market in
its role as a certifier. Commercial banks which issue loans, investment banks which help
the firm sell its securities, analysts who give buy/sell recommendations, rating agencies
that rate bonds, external auditors who verify financial statements, the financial press that
plays the watchdog role, securities exchanges with their stringent listing requirements,
are all certifiers. One problem with certifiers is that they are prone to conflicts of inter-
ests. The Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, which has now been abolished, was primarily estab-
lished in the U.S. to forbid commercial banks that had close relationships with firms
from holding or underwriting the securities of those same firms. The recently enacted
Sarbannes Oxley Act of 2002 in the U.S. attempts to prevent conflict of interests among
auditors. Globalization has dramatically increased the demand and supply of certifiers.
The rating agencies, Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s, have vigorously expanded their
activities beyond U.S. borders. Cross-listing of equity in foreign exchanges has
increased.8

A fourth way to monitor management is through a well-functioning capital market in
its role as a market for corporate control. When internal corporate governance systems
fail, the last resort, if a market exists, is for an outside party to obtain control of the firm.

4
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5 See Denis and McConnell (2002) for a survey of the evidence.
6 Morck, Shleifer and Vishny (1988) first documented this.
7 See Doidge, Karolyi and Stulz (2001).
8 Porsche decided to exit Deutsche Börse in favor of joining the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Index

(Financial Times, August 8, 2001). Lang, Lins and Miller (2001) have shown that foreign ADR listings in the U.S.
stock markets serve as credible certification. 



It is in the interest of the outside party to wrest control because the outside party could
then, by instituting changes, increase firm value from its current low level, and share this
increase with the other shareholders. The market for corporate control has been very
active in the U.S. Target firms almost always are bought at a premium, thereby creating
value for the shareholders of the target firm. The jury is still out on whether sharehold-
ers of the acquiring firm benefit, though the gain of the target outweighs the loss of the
bidder. This leads us to the dark side of this mechanism for corporate control. An
acquirer may simply be wasting corporate resources overpaying for acquisitions in order
to create a business empire. Globalization has dramatically increased cross-border merg-
ers and acquisitions by U.S. firms about 500 percent in the nineties. Though we have no
research whether this has been beneficial for the target companies, we do have research
showing that it has been value-reducing for the acquiring U.S. companies.9 We do not
know whether this is true for non-U.S. acquiring firms also.

A fifth way to monitor management is by public disclosure of firm-specific informa-
tion. The more information a company provides, and the stronger is its commitment to
providing continuing information, the less costly it is for investors to monitor manage-
ment. Laws and regulations of all countries mandate public disclosure of certain types of
firm-specific information at the time of security issuance, and they mandate periodic dis-
closure of audited financial statements. Though these laws exist in all countries that have
capital markets, there is huge variation among countries in the amount of information
that is required to be disclosed, and the degree to which disclosure laws are enforced.
Research has shown the U.S. to be in the top in nearly all surveys on disclosure quantity
and quality.10 We also know that if foreigners get less information, they demand a higher
return on their investment in a country.11 Globalization has dramatically affected the
demand for good information from foreign firms. A response to this demand has been
the significant number of foreign firms opting to recast all their financial statements
using U.S. GAAP standards or International Accounting Standards. Though it is still an
open question about which of these accounting standards are better, the debate about
local standards versus global standards seems to be settled.

A sixth way to monitor management is through the legal system. The legal system
plays two roles. First, it limits the ability of management to expropriate resources from
investors, especially minority investors. Second, the legal system, through the use of law-
suits, provides a mechanism for owners to discourage managerial decisions that destroy
firm value. There has been extensive research on the effect of legal systems on corporate
governance.12 Countries have been given scores on the rights they provide to their share-
holders and to their creditors. It has been found that common law countries provide the
strongest degree of protection for shareholders, whereas French civil law countries pro-
vide the least. It has also been found that if the law does not protect the owners from the
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9 See Denis, Denis and Yost (2002).
10 See, for example, the recent survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers (2001).
11 See Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002) for the link between insider trading and the cost of equity; see Bhattacharya,

Daouk and Welker (2002) for the link between earnings opacity and the cost of equity.
12 La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny have a number of papers exploring this line of research. La Porta,

Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny (1998) is a good introduction.



controllers, then the owners become the controllers; the countries with the least legal
protection are also countries that are characterized by a high concentration of equity
ownership (in governments or in families) and poorly developed capital markets. The
conflict between owners and controllers is now replaced by a conflict between dominant
shareholders and minority shareholders.

The seventh method of monitoring management is to change the nature of the dom-
inant shareholder. Except for the Anglo-Saxon countries, the dominant shareholder
elsewhere is often the government or the family. That is fast changing. Beginning with
the privatizations under Prime Minister Thatcher in the U.K. in the 1980s, numerous
state-owned firms all over the world have been sold to the public. Research has shown
that in most settings privatization “works,” in that the firms become more efficient, more
profitable, financially healthier, and reward investors. While this holds in both transition
and non-transition economies, there is more variation in transition economies.
Especially in transition economies, the identity of the new owners and managers is
important in determining post-privatization performance.13 Stories in the financial press
reveal that family businesses are also being restructured and sold at record rates.
Unfortunately, we have no systemic global research on family businesses. We conclude
this section by summarizing the effect of globalization on corporate governance: the
effect has been unequivocally positive.14
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13 Conclusion drawn by Megginson and Netter (2001) from their comprehensive survey on privatization.
14 The Mercato Italiano di Borsa, Italy’s stock exchange, launched the STAR1 exchange, a separate market for small

and midsize companies that follow strict governance requirements. Its performance thus far provides more evidence
that good governance pays. To be listed on the STAR1 exchange, a company must float at least 35 percent of its new
issues on the open market, include a minimum number of independent non-executive directors on its board, and
ensure that the compensation of management and directors reflects its performance. These companies must also
adhere to more rigorous disclosure requirements than do their counterparts on the Borsa. The STAR exchange now
lists 37 companies, with a total market capitalization of $7.5 billion. They outperformed their counterparts on the
Borsa by 16.5 percent from April 2001to March 2002, and the weighted average of their market-to-book ratios is 3.8,
compared with 2.1 for all companies listed on the Borsa (The McKinsey Quarterly, 2002, Number 3).
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2 THE WORLD PRICE OF EARNINGS OPACITY15

2.1 Introduction

The recent decline in equity values in the United States has been attributed to investor
concerns over corporate governance and accounting.16 This decline is consistent with
investors perceiving a decreased informativeness in U.S. accounting numbers, and
demanding higher rates of return to compensate for this additional component of infor-
mational risk.17 The purpose of our paper is to investigate whether informational risk
associated with accounting earnings impacts equity markets around the world. Of neces-
sity, we do this using joint tests. We first measure distributional properties of accounting
earnings that suggest poor correspondence between observable accounting earnings
and unobservable economic earnings – which we dub earnings opacity – in a country
every year, and we then determine whether our measures of earnings opacity in a coun-
try are associated with the return shareholders demand for holding equity in that coun-
try and are associated with shareholder trading of equity in that country.18

We define the earnings opacity of a country as the extent to which the distribution of
reported earnings of firms in that country fails to provide information about the distrib-
ution of the true, but unobservable, economic earnings of firms in that country. As
reported earnings of a particular firm in a country equals unobservable economic earn-
ings plus a noise term, earnings opacity of a country is simply the average lack of infor-
mativeness of reported earnings in that country.19

Reported earnings in a country could be opaque because of a complex interaction
among, at least, three factors: managerial motivation, accounting standards, and the
enforcement of accounting standards (e.g., audit quality). It could be that earnings are
opaque because managers are motivated to manipulate earnings, and they can do this
either because accounting standards allow substantial flexibility, or accounting standards
do not exist to specify accounting principles related to some areas of business activity, or
accounting standards, though rigorous, are weakly enforced. It could also be that earn-
ings are opaque, not because managers manipulate earnings, but simply because
accounting standards do not call for accounting treatments that transparently reflect
underlying business activity, and management is not willing or able to overcome these

9
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15 This chapter is co-authored by Hazam Daouk, Cornell University and Micheal Welker, Queen’s University.
16 A direct consequence of this attribution is the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, which was signed into law on July 30,

2002. One of the main objectives of this law is “to protect investors by improving the accuracy and reliability of cor-
porate disclosures”.

17 Information risk refers to a variety of risks that investors may face as a result of possessing inadequate or imprecise
information on which to base their investment decisions.

18 In a previous version of this paper, we had also investigated the effect of earnings opacity in a country on U.S. equity
holdings in that country. Because of lack of data, our tests were cross-sectional and not panel data tests. As the num-
ber of countries were roughly of the same order of magnitude as the number of control variables, these cross-sec-
tional tests had embarrassingly few degrees of freedom. We dropped this section.

19 Our definition respects the goals of financial reporting laid out in various statements of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB). One such statement reads, “The primary focus of financial reporting is information about
an enterprises’s performance provided by measures of earnings and its components.” (FASB 1978, SFAC No 1, para-
graph 43).



deficiencies by voluntarily providing more informative earnings reports.
Earnings opacity is inherently difficult to measure, particularly across countries,

because it is not possible to pinpoint management’s motives, and it is difficult to com-
pare accounting standards and the enforcement of these accounting standards. In addi-
tion, it is not possible to capture all factors that might influence earnings opacity, or to
model how they interact to produce more or less opaque earnings. So, instead of study-
ing the inputs that determine earnings opacity, we analyze the outcome: the distribu-
tional properties of reported accounting numbers across countries and across time that
suggest earnings opacity. Specifically, we use measures that are intended to capture three
attributes of earnings numbers that could lead to earnings opacity: earnings aggressive-
ness, loss avoidance, and earnings smoothing. We focus on these three dimensions
because the literature has suggested that these three dimensions may weaken the link
between accounting performance and the true economic performance of a firm. We
limit our analysis to industrial firms, so that differences in the underlying earnings
process across different industry groups, and differences in the proportion of firms in
various industry groups across countries and across time, do not affect the dimensions of
reported earnings we examine. Finally, given the above mentioned difficulties in mea-
suring earnings opacity, all our tests are inherently joint tests of two hypotheses: one, our
three measures, or a composite of all three, are associated with uninformative or opaque
earnings and, two, earnings opacity creates an informational risk that affects the cost of
equity and trading in the stock market.

We construct a panel data set for each of these three measures of earnings opacity –
earnings aggressiveness, loss avoidance, and earnings smoothing – and then combine
them to obtain an overall earnings opacity time-series measure per country. We find that
our estimates of average earnings opacity per country are significantly associated with
variables that might impact the overall quality of a financial reporting regime of a coun-
try, namely the CIFAR disclosure index and the number of auditors per 100,000 popula-
tion.

The second part of our paper goes on to investigate whether earnings opacity affects
equity markets. We first examine the effect of our measures of earnings opacity on the
return shareholders demand for holding equity (cost of equity). We measure the effect
on the cost of equity employing two distinct approaches used in a companion paper
(Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002)). We discuss the details of these approaches, and their
merits and demerits, in the next section of the paper.

The first approach is to extract the cost of equity from the dividend discount model.
After controlling for other influences, we find in our panel data tests that the earnings
aggressiveness dimension and overall earnings opacity have significant adverse effects on
the cost of equity. An increase in our measure of overall earnings opacity from the 25th

percentile rank to the 75th percentile rank is associated with a 2.8 percent increase in the
cost of equity measured using dividend yields.

The second approach uses an international asset pricing factor model. This empiri-
cal specification allows for partial integration of a country to the world equity markets.

10
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After controlling for other influences, we find in our panel data tests that the loss avoid-
ance dimension and overall earnings opacity have a significant effect on the cost of
equity. An increase in our measure of overall earnings opacity from the 25th percentile
rank to the 75th percentile rank is associated with a 3.2 percent increase in the cost of
equity measured using this model.

Our last set of panel data tests examines the effect of earnings opacity on the level of
trading. The details of the data set used to measure trade are discussed in the next sec-
tion. After controlling for other influences, we find that earnings aggressiveness, earn-
ings smoothing, and overall earnings opacity have significant adverse effects on trade. An
increase in our measure of overall earnings opacity from the 25th percentile rank to the
75th percentile rank is associated with an 8.8 percent decrease in annual trade.

To summarize, we find that, after controlling for other influences, an increase in our
measure of overall earnings opacity in a country is linked to an increase in the cost of
equity and a decrease in trading in the stock market of that country. Both these effects
are economically as well as statistically significant. However, our tests also reveal some
inconsistencies in the relationship between our individual measures of earnings opacity
and our cost of equity and trade measures. As all our tests are joint tests, this suggests that
caution must be exercised in interpreting the links between our individual measures
based on reported earnings and earnings opacity, as well as the links between these indi-
vidual measures and the cost of equity and trade.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides the conceptual
development underlying our empirical analyses. Section 2.3 discusses the methodologi-
cal issues in the measurement of the earnings opacity variables as well as the stock mar-
ket variables – cost of equity and trade. In section 2.4 we discuss the data and give some
summary statistics. Section 2.5 contains the results of the main empirical tests. We con-
clude by discussing the implications and limitations of our analysis in section 2.6.

2.2 Conceptual Development

Bushman and Smith (2001), who call for more research using cross-country designs to
explore the links between financial accounting information and corporate governance,
identify three channels by which earnings opacity may affect financial markets. First, bet-
ter accounting information helps investors distinguish between good and bad invest-
ments, which decreases estimation risk, which decreases the firm’s cost of equity. Second,
better accounting information helps investors distinguish between good and bad man-
agers, which decreases agency costs, which decreases the firm’s cost of equity. Third,
earnings opacity, by weakening the link between reported accounting earnings and
unobservable economic earnings, increases asymmetric information. An increase in
asymmetric information leads to an increase in the adverse selection problem a liquidity
provider faces when trading with insiders. The liquidity providers in such a market would
protect themselves by increasing their sell price and decreasing their buy price.20 This
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increases the transaction cost, which induces a shareholder to require an even higher
return on equity for compensation,21 and also leads shareholders to trade less often or
not trade at all.22

Our research investigates whether the three properties of reported accounting earn-
ings we examine result in more opaque earnings, leading to increased information risk
that is associated with increased cost of equity and decreased trading. Four assumptions
underlie our above hypothesis. First, our measures actually measure what they claim to
measure, that is, our measures of the three properties of reported accounting earnings
are positively associated with how opaque or uninformative investors perceive reported
accounting earnings to be. Second, markets are efficient in the sense that investors can
detect the level of earnings opacity, but they cannot “see through” it. Third, the infor-
mational asymmetry created by earnings opacity is not completely resolved through
some other communication mechanism, like alternate disclosures directed at large, affil-
iated stakeholders. Fourth, the informational risk caused by earnings opacity is an impor-
tant factor relative to the other factors that affect equity markets, and so it is priced.
None of these assumptions may hold. The above assumptions are tested in the second
part of this paper.

A cross-country comparison of earnings opacity has many advantages over a cross-
firm comparison of earnings opacity. First, because of considerable differences in
accounting standards and audit quality across the globe, we can obtain an enviable dis-
persion in earnings opacity around the world. Second, as Bushman and Smith (2001)
state, the cross-country differences in earnings opacity can be linked meaningfully to the
cross-country differences in economic efficiency and institutional factors. A cross-coun-
try design also has some disadvantages. Two potential disadvantages – a more severe
omitted variables problem and a more severe endogeneity problem – are discussed later
in the paper.

Ours is not the first paper to exploit the advantages of cross-country comparisons.
Our paper is a part of the growing international accounting literature that examines the
value-relevance of accounting measures (Alford et al. (1993), Harris et al. (1994), Joos
and Lang (1994), Ali and Hwang (2000), Land and Lang (2002)). This value-relevance
literature examines associations between economic income, measured using equity
returns, and accounting data such as earnings. This literature reveals which countries
experience greater associations between accounting data and equity returns, but it does
not examine the potential consequences of variation in earnings informativeness on
equity markets. Recent literature has examined international variation in analyst fore-
casts (Ashbaugh and Pincus (2001), Chang et al. (2000)), but this literature also does not
examine equity market consequences of this variation. Finally, examinations of earnings
timeliness and conservatism (Ball et al. (2000)), or the effect of institutional factors on
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20 See Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and Kyle (1985) for formal models.
21 See Amihud and Mendelson (1986) for a formal model on why this should happen for riskless assets. Jacoby, Fowler,

and Gottesman (2000) extend this to risky assets. Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996) provide convincing empiri-
cal evidence.

22 See Bhattacharya and Spiegel (1991) for an analysis of the critical level of asymmetric information needed for a mar-
ket breakdown.



earnings management (Leuz et al. (2002)), explore the potential causes of variation in
earnings informativeness around the world, but again do not address the effects of this
variation on equity markets. Our contribution to the above literature is that ours is the
first paper, as far as we know, that measures earnings opacity at a country level every year
to form a panel data set, and then uses panel data tests to check whether earnings opac-
ity adversely affects the equity markets of that country. Our paper should be viewed as
complementary to the paper by Leuz et al. (2002), who measure earnings management
at a cross-sectional level across 31 countries, and then explore whether institutional fac-
tors are linked to the cross-sectional differences in earnings management. Our paper
should also be viewed as complementary to a recent survey conducted by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (2001), that constructs a broad measure of opacity in a partic-
ular country, and links it to capital inflows and the country risk premium in sovereign
bonds of that country.

2.3 Variable Selection and Measurement Issues

2.3.1 Earnings Opacity Measures

2.3.1.1 Earnings Aggressiveness Measure
Our first measure of earnings opacity is earnings aggressiveness. Ball, Kothari and Robin
(2000) argue that the opposite of aggressiveness, accounting conservatism, which is the
more timely incorporation of economic losses versus economic gains into accounting
earnings, arises to reduce information asymmetry. Specifically, they argue that three fac-
tors are expected to lead to accounting conservatism. First, accountants are aware that
managers would like to report economic gains and suppress information about eco-
nomic losses. Hence, accountants find negative information more credible, and are
more likely to incorporate it into accounting income. Second, lenders are important
users of financial statements, and lenders are more impacted by economic losses than by
economic gains. Third, the timely incorporation of economic losses provides an impor-
tant corporate governance role, providing quick feedback about bad investment deci-
sions and strategies that managers may not wish to disclose. The first and third of these
factors suggest that accounting conservatism is related to informativeness, since conser-
vative accounting is expected to provide information that management may have incen-
tives to withhold otherwise.

It is possible that earnings aggressiveness does not necessarily lead to earnings opac-
ity. It could be argued that conservative accounting prevents good news from being trans-
mitted quickly, thus adding noise. However, given that one might reasonably expect man-
agerial incentives to overstate rather than understate earnings on average, our belief is
that aggressive earnings are more opaque earnings, because such accounting reports are
more likely to reflect biased and optimistic reporting on the part of management, adding
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noise to reported earnings and, hence, increasing earnings opacity. To understand these
managerial motives, see, for example, Rangan (1998), Teoh et al. (1998), Shivakumar
(2000), Healy (1985), Barth et al. (1999). Ultimately, whether earnings aggressiveness
leads to earnings opacity or not is an empirical issue. We use accruals to measure earn-
ings aggressiveness. As earnings aggressiveness is the tendency to delay the recognition
of losses and speed the recognition of gains, it implies that, if cash flow realizations are
held equal, we would expect accruals to increase as earnings aggressiveness increases.
For example, lower of cost or market rules, accounting procedures with a conservative
bias, result in negative accruals. Aggressive accounting would be characterized by fewer
such negative accruals, which capture economic losses, and more positive accruals, which
capture economic gains, increasing the overall level of accruals.23 Though it is true that
unrealized gains and unrealized losses would eventually be recognized in accounting
earnings in any clean surplus accounting system, the more conservative accounting sys-
tem is expected to result in more negative accruals at any given point in time, because a
greater proportion of economic losses relative to economic gains will be reflected in
accounting earnings at any point in time. This motivates us to measure earnings aggres-
siveness of a country at a point in time as the median for country i, year t, of accruals
divided by lagged total assets. We use the median observation of scaled accruals to mini-
mize the influence of extreme observations. The higher is the median observation of
scaled accruals of country i in year t, the higher is the earnings aggressiveness. The effect
of earnings aggressiveness on the distribution of accounting earnings vis-à-vis economic
earnings is depicted in the Earnings Aggressiveness graph of Figure 1.24

Consistent with much of the past literature (e.g., Healy (1985), Jones (1991), Dechow
et al. (1995), Leuz et al. (2002)), we compute scaled accruals from balance sheet and
income statement information, and then compute scaled cash flows as scaled operating
income minus scaled accruals. We do not use information from the cash flow statement
because of differences in the presentation of cash flow information across countries and
time. In fact, many of our sample countries do not require the preparation or presenta-
tion of a statement of cash flows.25 We define scaled accruals as
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23 For example, aggressive revenue recognition may result in an increase in accounts receivable, thus increasing 
accruals.

24 Ball, Kothari and Robin (2000), following Basu (1997), have used an alternative way to measure conservatism, which is
to check whether negative economic income, as reflected in negative security returns, is more quickly incorporated in
accounting earnings than positive economic income. However, this metric is inappropriate for our research design,
because we are interested in examining the effects of earnings opacity on equity market variables, and using equity mar-
ket variables to measure earnings opacity would introduce circularity. Ball, Robin and Wu (2000) also adopt an alter-
native metric from Basu (1997), which is based on the time-series properties of accounting earnings. Unfortunately, this
time-series approach would use all available time-series data to generate one measure of accounting conservatism per
country, and thus cannot be used to generate a panel data set. Hence, the level of accruals is used as our proxy for earn-
ings aggressiveness. We do, however, acknowledge that accruals is a noisy measure of earnings aggressiveness; it mea-
sures accounting aggressiveness with error, and it measures other facets of accounting earnings as well.



Model 1

ACCkt = (�CAkt – �CLkt – �CASHkt + �STDkt - DEPkt + �TPkt) / TAkt-1

where

ACCkt = Scaled accruals for firm k, year t
�CAkt = Change in total current assets for firm k, year t
�CLkt = Change in total current liabilities for firm k, year t
�CASHkt = Change in cash for firm k, year t
�STDkt = Change in current portion of long-term debt included in total current 

liabilities for firm k, year t
DEPkt = Depreciation and amortization expense for firm k, year t
�TPkt = Change in income taxes payable for firm k, year t
TAkt-1 = Total assets for firm k, year t-1.

2.3.1.2 Loss Avoidance Measure
Our second measure of earnings opacity is loss avoidance behavior. Burgstahler and
Dichev (1997) present persuasive evidence that U.S. firms engage in earnings manage-
ment to avoid reporting negative earnings. DeGeorge et al. (1999) provide evidence that
suggests that the following hierarchy exists among three earnings thresholds: (1) avoid-
ing negative earnings, (2) reporting increases in quarterly earnings, and (3) meeting
analysts’ earnings forecasts. As Burgstahler and Dichev (1997) and DeGeorge et al.
(1999) discuss, these results indicate that incentives to report positive earnings (i.e., beat
a benchmark of zero earnings) exist for some sample firms. Such loss avoidance behav-
ior obscures the relationship between earnings and economic performance, thus
increasing earnings opacity.

We define firms with small positive earnings (small negative earnings) as firms with
net income scaled by lagged total assets between 0 and 1 percent (between 0 and –1 per-
cent). We find the ratio of the number of firms with small positive earnings minus the
number of firms with small negative earnings divided by their sum. The higher is this
ratio in country i, year t, the higher is the loss avoidance. The effect of loss avoidance on
the distribution of accounting earnings vis-à-vis economic earnings is depicted in the
Loss Avoidance graph of Figure 1.
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25 We repeat all our tests with three modifications to the above definitions of accruals and cash flow. One modifica-
tion dropped the subtraction of depreciation and amortization from the definition of accruals. This specification
focuses on just working capital accruals. A second modification replaced operating income with net income in the
definition of cash flow, and dropped the add back of the change in taxes payable from the definition of accruals.
This specification includes taxes in the definition of income and accruals. Finally, we included the change in total
reserves and the change in deferred taxes and dropped the add back of the change in taxes payable from our def-
inition of accruals, and replaced operating income with net income in the definition of cash flows. This follows the
definition of accruals and cash flows used in Ali and Hwang (2000), and it includes the changes in deferred taxes
and the reserve accounts that exist in some countries in our definition of accruals. Under all three modifications,
the results of this paper are qualitatively unchanged.



2.3.1.3 Earnings Smoothing Measure
Our third measure of earnings opacity is earnings smoothing. Some accounting stan-
dards (for example, cases of high book/tax conformity) or some managerial motives
(see, for example, Trueman and Titman (1988) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1995)) may
lead to smooth earnings over time. If accounting earnings are artificially smooth, they
fail to depict the true swings in underlying firm performance, thus decreasing the infor-
mativeness of reported earnings and, hence, increasing earnings opacity. This is consis-
tent with the view of earnings smoothing taken in Leuz et al. (2002). An alternative view,
as expressed in Zarowin (2002), is that earnings smoothing can be used by management
as a means to convey information, potentially decreasing earnings opacity. While we
believe that earnings smoothing at the country level is indicative of accounting that
obscures information about economic volatility, whether or not earnings smoothing
leads to earnings opacity and adverse capital market consequences is again an empirical
issue.

Following Leuz et al. (2002), we find the cross-sectional correlation between the
change in accruals and the change in cash flows, both scaled by lagged total assets, in
country i, year t. Cash flows are obtained by subtracting accruals (which were obtained
in (1)) from operating earnings. Because some degree of earnings smoothing is a nat-
ural outcome of any accrual accounting process, this measure is expected to be negative
on average. However, the more negative this correlation, the more likely it is that earn-
ings smoothing is obscuring the variability in underlying economic performance, and
the greater is the earnings opacity. The effect of earnings smoothing on the distribution
of accounting earnings vis-à-vis economic earnings is depicted in the Earnings
Smoothing graph of Figure 1.

2.3.1.4 Overall Earnings Opacity Measure
We rank all the raw time-series earnings aggressiveness median observations, across
countries and years, into deciles, with higher ranks associated with greater earnings
aggressiveness; we rank all the raw time-series loss avoidance ratios, across countries and
years, into deciles, with higher ranks associated with greater loss avoidance; we rank all
the raw time-series earnings smoothing correlations, across countries and years, into
deciles, with higher ranks associated with greater earnings smoothing. Hence, each
dimension of earnings opacity in a country each year is assigned a rank between 1 and
10, depending on which decile of the earnings opacity dimension distribution across all
country-years that particular country that year appears in. For example, a rank of 3 for
Australia in 1986 in the earnings smoothing dimension means that Australia in 1986 was
in the third decile of all earnings smoothing measures across all countries and across all
years. We then average the earnings aggressiveness rank, the loss avoidance rank, and the
earnings smoothing rank in each country-year to obtain a time-series of overall earnings
opacity for each country.

While there is no strong conceptual basis for aggregation into an overall earnings
opacity measure, we perform the aggregation for two reasons. First, to the extent that
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each of our three earnings opacity dimensions measure the same underlying phenome-
non with (uncorrelated) measurement error, our aggregate measure will suffer less from
measurement error than each of the individual measures. Second, to the extent that
each of our three earnings opacity dimensions measures a unique dimension of earnings
opacity, then, intuitively, each separate dimension adds to the overall difficulty investors
have in gleaning information from reported accounting earnings. We report all our results
for each separate dimension of earnings opacity as well as for our aggregate measure.

To construct raw or rank cross-sectional measures of each individual dimension of
earnings opacity per country, we average across all available years for each country the
raw or the rank measure, respectively, of each dimension of earnings opacity. To con-
struct rank cross-sectional measures of overall earnings opacity per country, we average
across all available years the overall earnings opacity rank for each country.

2.3.1.5 Limitations of our Earnings Opacity Measures
There are limitations of our measures of earnings opacity. First, we want to know how
expected earnings opacity affects investor behavior, but expected earnings opacity is
unobservable. We use lagged earnings opacity measures from year t-1 in all our tests to
proxy for investor expectations about earnings opacity in year t, which implicitly assumes
that investors observe earnings opacity after the fact, and their expectation of earnings
opacity this year are based on their observation of last year’s earnings opacity.

Second, it is possible that our measures of the distributional characteristics of
reported earnings are impacted by factors that do not affect earnings opacity. For exam-
ple, industry membership and growth may systematically impact the distributional char-
acteristics of accruals, cash flows and earnings, and these effects may be clear and pre-
dictable to investors, resulting in no effect on their perception of earnings opacity. As
previously mentioned, we control for industry by limiting the sample to industrial firms.
We control for growth by including the real GDP growth rates in all our empirical tests.
These, however, may be over-controls if the variation in the distributional characteristics
of reported earnings caused by industry membership and growth do indeed affect earn-
ings opacity.

Third, while we have argued that earnings aggressiveness, loss avoidance and earn-
ings smoothing increase earnings opacity, counter arguments, mentioned above, also
exist. Clear evidence linking our measures to informativeness in accounting numbers
does not exist. Hence, our tests are tests of two joint hypotheses: our measures are cor-
related positively with earnings opacity, and earnings opacity affects cost of equity and
trading in stock markets. Insignificant results could be due to a lack of a link between
earnings opacity and cost of equity and trading, or it could be that our measures do not
capture earnings opacity.
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2.3.2 Stock Market Measures

2.3.2.1 Cost of Equity Measures
The cost of equity in a country is defined as the return shareholders require for holding
shares in that country. This is an expectations variable, which we measure using ex-post
data. We employ two approaches used in a companion paper (Bhattacharya and Daouk
(2002)).

The first approach is to compute the cost of equity by backing it out from the classi-
cal constant growth dividend discount model. Appendix A in Bekaert and Harvey (2000)
explores in great detail the relationship between dividend yields and the cost of equity
for many models. Assuming that the best forecast for future growth rates in dividends is
the most current dividend growth rate, which implies that we assume that dividend
growth rates follow a random walk, it follows that the estimated cost of equity = current
dividend yield X (1+current growth rate of dividends) + current growth rate of divi-
dends.

The advantages of using dividend yields to measure cost of equity are many. Dividend
yields are observable, stable, and stationary. A sharp change in cost of equity should lead
to a sharp change in dividend yields. The disadvantage of using dividend yields is that
changes in dividend yields may come about because of repurchases of stock, and may
come about because of changes in growth opportunities. The first factor is not much of
a problem in emerging markets because repurchases are minor. We try to control for the
second factor – growth opportunities – by including GDP growth rates as control vari-
ables.

If the earnings opacity variables have no incremental effect on the cost of equity, then
those variables will be orthogonal to the above estimate of the cost of equity. We control
for other influences.

The second approach to estimating the cost of equity explicitly accounts for risk. The
international version of the capital asset pricing model does not hold up well in the data
(see Harvey (1991) or Ferson and Harvey (1993)). The consensus seems to be that a
country’s beta with respect to the world market portfolio has some merit to explain
expected returns for developed countries; the variance of return of the country’s stock
market does better in explaining expected returns for emerging markets (see Harvey
(1995)).

We adopt a simplified version of Bekaert and Harvey (1995) as our international
asset-pricing model. Their empirical specification allows for partial integration of a coun-
try to the world equity markets. Their model is very appealing because it permits a coun-
try to evolve from a developing segmented market (where risk is measured by the coun-
try’s variance) to a developed country, which is integrated to world equity markets
(where risk is measured by the sensitivity of a country’s equity returns to movements in
the world market portfolio). The special case of complete integration, where the world
factor is the only factor, is nested in their model. This international asset-pricing model
is expressed as follows:
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Model 2

where

ri,t is the dollar monthly return of the stock market index of country i at time t,
rf,t is the monthly return of the one month U.S. T-Bill at time t,
�0 is a constant that would be estimated,
�i,t is a measure of the level of integration of country i at time t, 0 ≤ �i,t ≤ 1,
�cov is the price of the covariance risk that would be estimated,
hi,w,t is the conditional covariance of the monthly return of the stock market index of

country i with the monthly return of the world index at time t,
�var is the price of own country variance risk that would be estimated (which we are

restricting to be the same across all countries),
hi,t is the conditional variance of the monthly return of the stock market index of coun-

try i at time t, and ei,t is the residual error term.
The independent variables in model (2) – conditional covariance hi,w,t and condi-

tional variance hi,t – are separately estimated pair-wise for each country i and world pair
from the multivariate ARCH model specified below:

Model 3

where

rw,t is the dollar monthly return of the stock market index of the world at time t,
εi,t-j is the innovation in monthly return of the stock market index of country i at time 

t-j, j ε {0,1,2,3},
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εw,t-j is the innovation in monthly return of the stock market index of the world at time 
t-j, j ε {0,1,2,3}, and

hw,t is the conditional variance of the monthly return of the stock market index of the
world at time t.
Model (3) was first introduced by Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldrige (1988). As in

Engle, Lilien, and Robins (1987), the weights of the lagged residual vectors are taken to
The constants a2 , b2 , and c2 are constrained to be identical for all country-world pairs.
Maximum likelihood is used to estimate model (3).

The other independent variable in model (2) – Φi,t – measures the level of integra-
tion of country i at time t. We define it as follows:

Model 4

The definition of �i,t in (4) implies that it is a function of the ratio of the sum of exports
and imports to gross domestic product. It is designed to take on values between zero and
one. When its value is zero, the country is not integrated with world equity markets, and
its equity is exposed only to local risk (own variance). When its value is one, the country
is fully integrated with world equity markets, and its equity is exposed only to global risk
(covariance with world factor). Bekaert and Harvey (1997) find that increases in this
ratio are empirically associated with increased importance of the world factor relative to
local risk factors.

We use a two-step procedure (first remove the effect of risk, and then test the effect
on residuals) instead of using a one-step procedure (include all independent variables
in model (2) directly). We do so because of technical convergence problems in the one-
step non-linear estimation procedure. If the earnings opacity variables have no incre-
mental effect on the cost of equity, then those variables will be orthogonal to the resid-
uals from the model in (2). We control for other influences on this residual. The advan-
tage of using a well-specified asset pricing factor model like (2) to measure cost of equity
is that we explicitly account for risk. This comes at a price. Recall that all the indepen-
dent variables in model (2) are estimates from other models. This introduces estimation
error, which may introduce bias, and it reduces power.

2.3.2.2 Trade Measure
A good metric to capture the amount of trade in a market is turnover, which is defined
as the ratio of volume of dollar trade per month to dollar market capitalization at the
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end of the month. To mitigate the effect of outliers, which occur because the denomi-
nator is small in some countries, we take the natural logarithm of this ratio.

2.4 Data and Descriptive Statistics

2.4.1 Earnings Opacity Measures
The data used in constructing the earnings opacity variables come from the World scope
database for the years 1985 through 1998. We restrict the sample to industrial firms (SIC
codes 2000-3999 and SIC codes 5000-5999) to increase the homogeneity of our sample
across countries and across time. Since the underlying earnings process being repre-
sented by accounting earnings is similar for industrial firms, this restriction reduces the
probability that the cross-country differences and time-differences we observe in our
earnings opacity measures are caused by the difference in or changes in industrial com-
position in our sample. This sample restriction is also consistent with much of the
accounting literature (e.g., Alford et al. (1993), and Ali and Hwang (2000)).26 Because
all our tests are panel data tests, we include countries, which have data for more than
three years, and have more than 20 firms per year. This yields 58,653 firm-year observa-
tions from 34 countries spanning the years 1986 through 1998. (We lose 1985 because
the calculation of accruals and cash flows requires data from year t-1.)

The names of the countries for which we have data are given in Column 1 in the
Appendix, the sample period for each country is given in Column 2, and the number of
firm-years per country is given in Column 3. For each firm-year, we use the following vari-
ables from World scope: cash, total current assets, total current liabilities, income taxes
payable, current portion of long-term debt included in total current liabilities, deprecia-
tion and amortization expense, operating income, net income, and total assets. Some
firms do not have information on income taxes payable or on the current portion of
long-term debt included in total current liabilities. Similar to Leuz et al. (2002), if these
variables are missing, we assume them to be zero. We include observations with fiscal
years ending between July 1 of year t and June 30 of year t+1 in the calculation of our
earnings opacity variables for year t. So, for example, observations with fiscal years end-
ing between July 1, 1995 and June 30, 1996 are considered year 1995 observations.

Descriptive information on each of the raw earnings opacity variables for each sam-
ple country is provided in columns 2 through 4 of Table 1. Each column gives the aver-
age across the available years for each country for each measure. Column 2 provides the
average accruals divided by lagged total assets for our sample countries. As expected,
average accruals are negative, averaging about 2 percent of lagged total assets.
Interestingly, 3 of the 34 countries in our sample – Greece, India and Turkey – have pos-
itive accruals. The loss avoidance measure is presented in column 3. Avoidance of small
negative bottom-line earnings is observed in 32 of our 34 countries, implying that this is
a global phenomenon. Finally, the earnings smoothing measure – the average cross-sec-
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codes in the 6000s) in a previous version of this paper. Such a sample has been constructed by Leuz et al. (2002)
and Land and Lang (2002). Inferences from this expanded sample are qualitatively similar to our reported results. 



tional correlation between the change in cash flows and the change in accruals – is pre-
sented in column 4. As expected, the correlation is strongly negative in every country in
our sample.

2.4.2 Other Financial Reporting Measures
We first analyze the relation between our cross-sectional measures of earnings opacity
and alternative cross-country measures related to financial reporting quality that have
been documented in the past literature. As discussed previously, we expect earnings
opacity to be a complex function of at least three factors: accounting standards, enforce-
ment of accounting standards, and managerial motivation. We identify four measures
from the prior literature that might be related to earnings opacity through these three
factors.

The first measure is the number of auditors per 100,000 population. The number of
auditors per 100,000 population comes from Saudagaran and Diga (1997), see Table 6.
The original source is communication with the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) Secretariat on August 13, 1996. This variable is intended to capture the enforce-
ment of accounting standards, with enforcement rising and earnings opacity declining
as the proportion of auditors in the population rises. Column 5 in Table 1 gives this vari-
able. As our raw measures for earnings aggressiveness and loss avoidance increase and
our raw measure for earnings smoothing decreases as earnings opacity increases, audi-
tors per 100,000 population is expected to have a negative relationship with our mea-
sures of earnings aggressiveness and loss avoidance, and a positive relationship with our
measure of earnings smoothing.

We also use two measures that capture aspects of the accounting standards them-
selves. The first such measure is a disclosure level variable that comes from Saudagaran
and Diga (1997), see Table 2. The original source is the Center for International
Financial Analysis and Research (CIFAR (1995)). It represents a disclosure score based
on the inclusion of 90 items as required disclosures in annual reports for each country.
Higher scores correspond to greater required disclosure. We expect that greater disclo-
sure requirements in accounting standards will enhance the informativeness of earnings
by reducing the manager’s ability to manipulate earnings, thus decreasing earnings opac-
ity. Column 6 in Table 1 gives this variable. As disclosure and earnings opacity are
expected to be negatively correlated, we expect this variable to have a negative relation-
ship with our measures of earnings aggressiveness and loss avoidance, and a positive rela-
tionship with our measure of earnings smoothing.

The second measure of accounting standards is the extent of compliance with
International Accounting Standards (IAS). These data come from Choi, Frost and Meek
(1999), exhibit 8.6, page 264. The original source is the International Accounting
Standards Committee (IASC Insight, October, 1997). We assign a score of 0 to all coun-
tries that independently produce accounting standards and do not use international
accounting standards as the basis for those standards (this corresponds to categories F
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and G in Choi, Frost and Meek (1999)). We assign a score of 1 to all countries that use
international accounting standards as the basis for their separately developed account-
ing standards, but promulgate some standards that offer more or less choice than inter-
national accounting standards (this corresponds to category E in Choi, Frost and Meek
(1999)). Finally, we assign a score of 2 to all countries that adopt international account-
ing standards with few, if any, modifications beyond additional explanatory material (this
corresponds to categories A through D in Choi, Frost and Meek (1999)). Column 7 in
Table 1 gives this variable. The relationship of this variable to our earnings opacity mea-
sures depends on whether international accounting standards produce more or less
informative earnings than local standards.

The final measure is the legal origin of the country. Ball, Kothari and Robin (2000)
argue that common law countries have a demand for more transparent earnings.
Further, Leuz et. al. (2002) argue that legal protection of outside investors, which is
greater in common law countries, decreases incentives for earnings management.
Column 8 in Table 1 gives this variable, where common law countries are coded 1,
whereas the rest are coded 0. These data come from the CIA World Fact book, 2001. The
above arguments and the above coding suggest a negative relationship between legal ori-
gin and our measures of earnings aggressiveness and loss avoidance, and a positive rela-
tionship with our measure of earnings smoothing. 

Table 2 presents a correlation matrix between our earnings opacity variables and
each of the above four variables. Loss avoidance decreases as the number of auditors per
100,000 population increases, while earnings aggressiveness and earnings smoothing
have insignificant, but correctly signed, relationships with the number of auditors.
Earnings aggressiveness and loss avoidance decrease as disclosure level increases; how-
ever there seems to be no link between earnings smoothing and the disclosure variable.
While this last result may seem surprising since lower disclosure may be necessary for
earnings smoothing to be possible, it is likely that the demand for smooth accounting
numbers and disclosure are related, thus obscuring the supply-side effect. Interestingly,
there seems to be little link between legal origin and our earnings opacity variables, and
little link between the extent of use of international accounting standards and our earn-
ings opacity variables. This suggests that the use of international accounting standards
does not help in making earnings numbers more transparent. This conclusion is similar
in spirit to the conclusion of Ball, Robin and Wu (2000). However, since the extent of
the use of international accounting standards is a difficult variable to measure accurately,
our finding of no link between international accounting standards and earnings opacity
could simply be due to measurement error.

Table 2 also presents the correlation between each of our three earnings opacity vari-
ables. They range in absolute value from 0.15 to 0.45, indicating that though there is
some relationship between our three earnings opacity variables, there is a distinct com-
ponent to each measure. These correlations have signs consistent with our measures of
earnings aggressiveness and loss avoidance being positively related to earnings opacity
and our measure of earnings smoothing being negatively related to earnings opacity,
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with one exception. There is a significant positive relation between earnings aggressive-
ness and earnings smoothing. This suggests that more conservative accruals (i.e., more
negative accruals) results in smoother earnings (i.e., more negative correlation between
changes in accruals and changes in cash flows), and is consistent with growth producing
both more negative accruals and a stronger negative correlation between changes in
cash flows and changes in accruals. To the extent that there is a mechanical relationship
between our measures of earnings aggressiveness and earnings smoothing that do not
relate to earnings opacity, both of these measures capture earnings opacity with error,
biasing our coefficient estimates towards zero.

Table 3 provides the rankings of earnings opacity across the countries in our sample
for each of the three dimensions of earnings opacity we identify, and for overall earnings
opacity. The United States has the least amount of earnings opacity, followed by Norway.
Greece, South Korea and Indonesia show the most severe earnings opacity in our sam-
ple.

2.4.3 Stock Market Measures
Data on monthly equity indices of 20 developed countries were obtained from Morgan
Stanley Capital International (MSCI). Data on monthly equity indices of 14 emerging
markets were obtained from International Financial Corporation (IFC). The fourth col-
umn in the Appendix gives the sample period that was available for these 34 monthly
stock market indices in the 1986-1998 period. These indices are value-weighted, and are
calculated with dividend reinvestment. As noted by Harvey (1991), the returns com-
puted on the basis of these indices are highly correlated with popular country indices.
The MSCI value-weighted World Index was used as a proxy for the world market portfo-
lio.

We computed monthly returns of each country’s stock market and the world market
portfolio from these indices. These returns are used in our international asset pricing
factor model. The ninth column in Table 1 gives the mean return scaled by the standard
deviation of returns per country in the 1986-1998 sample period (some countries do not
have data for the full period).

We obtained monthly data on the dividend yield for 32 of the 34 countries from the
vendor DataStream. The dividend yield was on the DataStream constructed indices. The
seventh column in the Appendix gives the sample period that was available for these 32
monthly dividend yield time-series.

The measure of trading that we adopted was turnover, which is defined as the ratio
of the volume of trade in the stock market to the market capitalization of the stock mar-
ket. We took the natural logarithm of this ratio. We could obtain monthly data on the
volume of trade and market capitalization for 30 of the 34 countries from the vendor
DataStream. The fifth and sixth column in the Appendix gives the sample period that
was available for these 30 monthly market capitalization and volume time-series. The
tenth column in Table 1 gives the mean of this variable per country in the 1986-1998-sam-
ple period (some countries do not have data for the full period).
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Bekaert and Harvey (1997) divide the sum of exports and imports by the country’s
gross domestic product to obtain a variable that captures the level of integration of a
country with the rest of the world. This is because the level of globalization does affect
the cost of equity (see Stulz (1999a)). We follow the same method. Monthly data on
exports and imports for the 34 countries were obtained from the International Financial
Statistics provided by the International Monetary Fund. For some countries the fre-
quency of GDP was quarterly, and for some it was yearly. To obtain monthly GDP, we
divided by 3 in the former case, and by 12 in the latter case. The eighth, ninth, and tenth
column in the Appendix gives the sample period that was available for these 34 GDP,
exports, and imports time-series.

As purchasing power parity is not observed in the data, standard international asset
pricing models like Ferson and Harvey (1993) and Dumas and Solnik (1995) have a for-
eign exchange factor (FX factor). We include this control in our international asset pric-
ing factor model as well. Monthly data on foreign exchange rates are obtained from the
International Financial Statistics. The eleventh column in the Appendix gives the sam-
ple period that was available for these 34 monthly foreign exchange rate time-series.

As discussed before, our measures of earnings opacity may be biased against coun-
tries, which exhibit fast economic growth. To control for this, we use real GDP growth as
another independent variable in our panel data tests. GDP growth data comes from the
World Bank. The average GDP growth exhibited during 1985-1998 in each of our 34
countries is documented in the eleventh column in Table 1.

Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002) document that the enforcement of insider trading
laws reduces the cost of equity of a country. We obtain the insider trading enforcement
date from Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002), Table 1. These are given in the twelfth col-
umn in Table 1. We control for the confounding effects of insider trading enforcement
in all our tests.

When a country opens up its capital markets to foreigners, the cost of equity is
reduced through two routes (Stulz (1999b). It reduces required return because risk shar-
ing improves, and it reduces required return because corporate governance improves.
Bekaert and Harvey (2000) and Henry (2000) empirically confirm that such liberaliza-
tion reduces the cost of equity. We obtain official liberalization dates from Table I in
Bekaert and Harvey (2000). These are given in the thirteenth column in Table 1. We con-
trol for the confounding effects of liberalization in all our tests.

2.5 Does Earnings Opacity Affect Stock Markets?

We explore the effect of earnings opacity on two dimensions of an equity market in a
country – the return the shareholders demand and how much shareholders trade. As can
be seen from the descriptive statistics in Table 1, there is significant variation in these two
variables among equity markets across the world. An attempt to answer whether earnings
opacity across countries causes some of this variation has to address two challenges: miss-
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ing explanatory variables and endogeneity.
The missing explanatory variables problem is serious. The differences in equity mar-

kets across the world come about because of a number of differences in country charac-
teristics, not just because of earnings opacity. It could be further argued that some of
these country characteristics, like its economic, political and legal infrastructure, have a
bigger influence on the stock market of the country than how opaque earnings are in
that country.27 It could be even further argued that it is impossible to control all these
factors in cross-sectional tests.

The endogeneity problem is even more serious. It is possible that changes in institu-
tional factors within a country intended to facilitate capital formation simultaneously
impact the properties of reported accounting numbers and equity market measures such
as the cost of equity capital and trading volume. As an example, a substantial commit-
ment of government resources to securities regulation could result in less opaque
accounting earnings as firms try to avoid increased regulatory scrutiny, as well as
improved equity market performance due to improved corporate governance practices.
In such circumstances, our tests could reveal a spurious association between earnings
opacity and equity market measures, as all are impacted by a third variable. This limits
our ability to draw clear causal inferences from our empirical analyses.

The above are valid criticisms. However, we believe that two crucial features of our
research design substantially mitigate the concern that our empirical analyses are
impacted severely by these two problems. First, all our tests are panel data tests corrected
for country fixed-effects, country-specific heteroskedasticity and country-specific auto-
correlation.28 Therefore, though it may be true that many country-specific factors impact
the stock market and earnings opacity, as long as these country-specific factors remain
stable during our period of study, their inclusion or non-inclusion has no effect on the
coefficient estimates in panel data tests with the above corrections.

These panel data tests with fixed country effects also minimize the endogeneity prob-
lem. Himmelberg, Hubbard and Palia (1999) argue that a similar endogeneity problem
arises in studies that attempt to relate managerial ownership and firm performance.
Specifically, they note that since firm performance and the level of managerial owner-
ship both depend on observable and unobservable firm characteristics, ordinary least
squares cannot be used to produce an unbiased estimate of the relation between owner-
ship and performance. They also note that an instrumental variables solution to the prob-
lem is difficult to implement because it is difficult to find identifying instruments. If, how-
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27 La Porta et al. (1997, 1998), Levine (1997), Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998) are just a few of the papers in
the burgeoning law and finance area.

28 Correcting for country-fixed effects means that we allow for the possibility that the dependent variable is impacted
by a country-specific factor that is not captured by the independent variables. In practice, this is done by allowing
each country to have a different intercept term in the regression. Correcting for country-specific heteroskedasticity
means that we explicitly account for the fact that different countries exhibit different levels of variance in their vari-
ables. We therefore allow our regression to place more emphasis on information inferred from lower variance coun-
tries as opposed to higher variance countries. Correcting for country-specific autocorrelation means that we explic-
itly account for the fact that different countries exhibit different levels of autocorrelation in their financial or eco-
nomic time-series variables. This temporal correlation of today’s observations with past observations can distort the
inference of the effect of independent variables on the dependent variable. We correct for that by allowing the con-
temporaneous error term in our regression to depend on past error terms separately for each country.



ever, the unobserved source of the endogeneity is constant over time, Himmelberg et al.
(1999) note that panel data with fixed effects (in their case, firm-level fixed effects; in
our case, country-level fixed effects) effectively eliminates the potential bias caused by
endogeneity. They also note that if the primary source of measurement error is across
rather than within, in our case, countries, then the bias caused by measurement error is
reduced by our estimator. Hence, if the features that could create a endogeneity prob-
lem with earnings opacity and equity market measures are relatively constant through
time (an explicit assumption over the decade of analysis in Leuz et al. (2002)), then our
panel data tests with fixed country effects control for this endogeneity bias.29

Alternatively, it is possible that the missing country-specific variables or the institu-
tional features creating simultaneity between the observed properties of accounting
numbers and equity market measures such as cost of equity and trading volume do
change over the period of our analyses. If so, then a second feature of our research
design reduces the potential endogeneity bias caused by changing institutional features.
As previously discussed, our empirical specification uses our earnings opacity measures
lagged by one year. This specification, in addition to providing a measure of expected
earnings opacity, has a side advantage: it mitigates endogeneity. In order for our test sta-
tistics to suffer from endogeneity bias, we have to assume that the institutional factors
that could impact both earnings opacity and equity market measures change over time
and that reported earnings numbers reflect these changes at time t-1, while the equity
market impact is observed at time t. Since accounting changes are slower to occur than
are equity market changes, this does not seem a very plausible assumption. It seems far
more likely that the accounting measure response to institutional changes would lag the
market response.30 We conduct two additional sensitivity analyses, which we discuss later,
to further allay concerns that are results are attributable to omitted variables or endo-
geneity.

2.5.1 Cost of Equity

2.5.1.1 Using Dividend Yields
As discussed before, we can back out the cost of equity from the dividend discount
model. If we further assume that dividend growth rates follow a random walk, the esti-
mated cost of equity = current dividend yield X (1+current growth rate of dividends) +
current growth rate of dividends. 

Using this estimate of the cost of equity as the dependent variable, we run four panel
time-series regressions with country-fixed effects. Model 1 uses the “earnings aggressive-
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29 Zhou (2001) notes that if the most important sources of variation is across rather than within, in our case countries,
then the fixed effects design results in low power tests, and further argues that this plagues the analysis of
Himmelberg et al.(1999) in the pay-performance setting. We accept the potential reduction in power in our setting
because we feel that it is more than compensated for by the control for omitted variables and endogeneity we gain.

30 We reran all our tests using contemporaneous measures of earnings opacity rather than its lagged values. The rela-
tionship between earnings opacity and trade was unchanged, as was the relationship between earnings opacity and
the cost of equity measured through dividend yield. The relationship between earnings opacity and the cost of
equity measured by the simplified Bekaert and Harvey (1995) model, however, became insignificant. 
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ness” rank measure as the independent variable, model 2 uses the “loss avoidance” rank
measure as the independent variable, model 3 uses the “earnings smoothing” rank mea-
sure as the independent variable, whereas model 4 uses the “overall earnings opacity”
rank measure as the independent variable. We correct for country-specific het-
eroskedasticity and country-specific autocorrelation in each case. As liberalization and
insider trading enforcement have been empirically shown to affect the cost of equity, and
as these institutional variables did change during our period of study (see columns 12
and 13 in Table 1), we use an indicator for liberalization and an indicator for insider
trading enforcement as control variables in each case. As discussed before, we also con-
trol for GDP growth rates. Note that institutional variables that did not change need not
be included as controls, because in a panel time-series regression with fixed-effects, they
will have no effect. The panel regressions use data for the 32 countries for which we have
dividend yield data from January 1986 to December 1998 (some countries do not have
data for the full time period).

Table 4 presents the results from this panel time-series regression. The coefficient of
the overall earnings opacity measure (model 4) is positive and statistically significant at
the five percent level. A detailed look at models 1, 2 and 3 reveals that this significance
is coming from the earnings aggressiveness variable, although the coefficients on the
other earnings opacity variables have the right sign. This is consistent with our joint
hypotheses that our earnings aggressiveness measure and our overall measure are corre-
lated with earnings opacity, and earnings opacity adversely affects the cost of equity. The
association is also economically significant. An increase in overall earnings opacity from
the 25th percentile rank to the 75th percentile rank is associated with a 2.8 percent
increase in the cost of equity.31 The coefficient on the insider trading enforcement vari-
able has the right sign and is statistically significant, implying that insider trading
enforcement causes the cost of equity to drop as seen in Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002).
The liberalization indicator has the correct negative sign, but is not significantly differ-
ent from zero at conventional levels. GDP growth rates are positively related to this mea-
sure of the cost of equity.

2.5.1.2 Using an International Asset Pricing Model
We estimate equation (2) using non-linear least squares. The regressions use data for our
34 countries from December 1986 to December 1998 (some countries do not have data
for the full time period). The results are given in Panel A of Table 5.

Panel A of Table 5 reveals that though covariance risk seems to have a positive price
(λcov is positive), the estimates are statistically significant only at the eleven percent
level. It also reveals that though own country variance risk has a positive price (λvar is
positive), the estimates are statistically significant only at the twelve percent level. These
results contrast with the results of Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002), who use the same
estimation technique and obtain statistical significance, but that is because their estima-
tion was carried out for a longer 1969-1998 sample period.

31 This is calculated as 0.001244 (per month) X 12 months X (6.538 (rank of 75th percentile) - 4.692 (rank of 25th

percentile))
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Using the residuals from (2) as the dependent variable, we run four panel time-series
regressions with country-fixed effects. Models 1, 2, 3 and 4 are as previously defined. We
correct for country-specific heteroskedasticity and country-specific autocorrelation in
each case. We control for liberalization, insider trading enforcement, and GDP growth
as before. We control for two other sources of risk that have been documented in the lit-
erature – foreign exchange risk (Ferson and Harvey (1993), Dumas and Solnik (1995))32

as well as liquidity risk (Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996))33 – and which change in
our sample period.

Panel B of Table 5 presents the results from this panel time-series regression. The
coefficient of the overall earnings opacity measure (model 4) is positive and statistically
significant at the eight percent level. A detailed look at models 1, 2 and 3 reveals that this
significance is coming from the loss avoidance variable, in contrast with the results from
the dividend yield model where the significance was primarily driven by the earnings
aggressiveness variable. This is consistent with our joint hypotheses that our loss avoid-
ance measure and our overall measure are correlated with earnings opacity, and earn-
ings opacity adversely affects the cost of equity. Insider trading enforcement and GDP
growth are insignificantly related to the cost of equity in this specification, though both
variables have the same sign as in the dividend yield specification. The liberalization indi-
cator again has a negative sign, and is statistically significant in this specification. An
increase in overall earnings opacity from the 25th percentile rank to the 75th percentile
rank is associated with a 3.2 percent increase in the cost of equity.34 It should be noted
here that the point estimates obtained by two completely different methods of estimat-
ing the cost of equity – the dividend yield method (implicitly controls for risk, but has
less estimation risk) and an international asset pricing model (explicitly controls for risk,
but has more estimation risk) – are very similar – 2.8 percent and 3.2 percent, respec-
tively.

2.5.2 Trading
The measure of trade is turnover, which is defined as the ratio of volume of trade to mar-
ket capitalization. Using the natural logarithm of this ratio as the dependent variable, we
run four panel time-series regressions with country-fixed effects. Models 1, 2, 3 and 4 are
as previously defined. We correct for country-specific heteroskedasticity and country-spe-
cific autocorrelation in each case. We control for liberalization, insider trading enforce-
ment, and GDP growth as before. The panel regressions use data for the 30 countries for

32 As purchasing power parity is not observed in the data, standard models control for a foreign exchange factor (FX
factor). This is why we include it. However, because of convergence problems, our estimation is a two-step proce-
dure. Therefore, unlike the standard models, in the first step we strip out the effects of the local variance factor and
the world factor, and in the second step, to isolate the effect of earnings opacity, we strip out the effects of other fac-
tors like the FX factor. The FX factor that we use is the conditional covariance of the return of the stock market
index of the country with the return a U.S. investor would get if she held the foreign currency. This conditional
covariance is obtained by using the multivariate ARCH model we previously discussed in equation (3) – just replace
the world portfolio (w) by the foreign exchange portfolio (ifx).

33 The proxy for liquidity risk is turnover. Turnover is the ratio of volume of trade to market capitalization. We take
the natural logarithm of this ratio for reasons mentioned before.

34 This is calculated as 0.001430 (per month) X 12 months X (6.538 (rank of 75th percentile) - 4.692 (rank of 25th

percentile)).
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which we have trading data from January 1986 to December 1998 (some countries do not
have data for the full time period).

Table 6 presents the results from this panel time-series regression. Except for model
2 whose coefficient is insignificant, the coefficients of the earnings opacity measures
(models 1 and 3) and the coefficient of the overall earnings opacity measure (model 4)
are negative and statistically significant at the five percent level. This result is consistent
with our joint hypotheses that our earnings aggressiveness measure, our earnings
smoothing measure and our overall measure are correlated with earnings opacity, and
earnings opacity adversely affects the cost of equity. An increase in overall earnings opac-
ity from the 25th percentile rank to the 75th percentile rank is associated with an 8.8 per-
cent decrease in annual trade. The coefficients on liberalization and insider trading
enforcement are significant, and have the right sign.

2.5.3 Further Robustness Checks
Despite two features of our research design that we believe help mitigate concerns over
omitted explanatory variables and endogeneity – panel data tests and use of lagged vari-
ables – we run two tests to further allay concerns.35 First, we reran all our tests including
lagged equity market development, measured as stock market capitalization divided by
GDP, as an additional control variable. This variable is measured on an annual basis and
comes from DataStream. While there is no direct conceptual basis for including this vari-
able in equations explaining either cost of equity or trade, we include this measure of
equity market development as a proxy for unobserved institutional factors that might
promote the development of equity markets within a country and thus impact both earn-
ings opacity and our stock market variables. We find that equity market development is
unrelated to either of our measures of the cost of equity capital, but it is positively related
to trade. Our previous inferences on the effect of earnings opacity variables on cost of
equity or trade are not affected by the addition of this control variable.

Second, we estimated a Vector Auto Regression (VAR) model proposed by Sims
(1980) in order to explicitly model earnings opacity, the cost of equity, and trade as
endogenously determined dependent variables. The endogenous variables are modeled
as linear functions of lagged endogenous variables and all exogenous variables in the sys-
tem. The system of equations in the VAR is estimated jointly. This means that the effect
of the independent variables on each endogenous variable takes into account the
endogenous nature of the other endogenous variables.36

35 We do not present the results of these additional tests in tables. Interested readers may obtain these tables directly
from the authors.

36 A VAR is like a simultaneous equations model except that, instead of contemporaneous simultaneity, a lead-lag rela-
tionship is estimated. This lead-lag relationship is consistent with our empirical specification using lagged earnings
opacity measures. The estimation procedure is akin to a 3SLS. The first two stages are similar to the 2SLS. The third
stage takes into account that the error terms in the two equations are not independent. This third stage corrects for
country-specific heteroskedasticity, and for country-specific autocorrelation.
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Formally, the system of equations to estimate the effect on the cost of equity is:

Cost of Equityi,t = �10 + �11 Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t-1 + �12 Liberalizationi,t + �13 Insider 
Trading Enforcementi,t + �14 GDP Growthi,t + �15 Market Capitalization / GDPi,t-1 + u1i,t

and

Model 5

Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t = �20 + �21 Cost of Equityi,t-1 + �22 Liberalizationi,t + �23 Insider 
Trading Enforcementi,t + �24 GDP Growthi,t + �25 Market Capitalization / GDPi,t-1 + u2i,t

and the system of equations to estimate the effect on trade is:

Tradei,t = �10 + �11 Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t-1 + �12 Liberalizationi,t + �13 Insider Trading
Enforcementi,t + �14 GDP Growthi,t + �15 Market Capitalization / GDPi,t-1 + u1i,t

and

Model 6

Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t = �20 + 21 Tradei,t-1 + �22 Liberalizationi,t + �23 Insider Trading 
Enforcementi,t + �24 GDP Growthi,t + �25 Market Capitalization / GDPi,t-1 + u2i,t

The system of equations is estimated jointly using Seemingly Unrelated Regressions
(SUR). SUR computes estimates using the technique of joint GLS (Generalized Least
Squares). The two error terms u1i,t and u2i,t are allowed to be correlated (see Enders
(1996) for further details). The estimation allows for country fixed-effects, for country-
specific heteroskedasticity, and for country-specific autocorrelation.

We find that endogeneity does exist. Overall earnings opacity as well as all dimensions
of earnings opacity, except earnings smoothing, are positively affected by the cost of
equity using the dividend yield method. Earnings aggressiveness and earnings smooth-
ing are affected by trade, but loss avoidance as well as overall earnings opacity are not
affected by trade. However, though endogeneity exists and we explicitly account for it,
our previous inferences on the effect of earnings opacity variables on cost of equity
(using the dividend yield method) or trade are not affected.37

37 Because of the two-stage nature of the estimation of the cost of equity using the international asset pricing model
method, it was not possible for us to run a VAR for this method.
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2.6 Conclusion

This paper explores the link between earning opacity and cost of equity and trading vol-
ume in a broad cross-section of countries. We attempt to measure earnings opacity from
the financial statements of firms. We use distributional properties of reported earnings
to estimate for each country, for each year, three dimensions of earnings opacity – earn-
ings aggressiveness, loss avoidance, and earnings smoothing. We combine these three
dimensions to obtain overall earnings opacity time-series measure per country. While not
all results are consistent for our individual earnings opacity measures, we document in
our panel data tests that, after controlling for other influences, an increase in overall
earnings opacity in a country is linked to an increase in the cost of equity and a decrease
in trading in the stock market of that country.

Our analyses have important limitations that should be kept in mind when inter-
preting our results. First, it is possible that earnings opacity, the cost of equity capital and
trading volume are all impacted by some unknown third variable, resulting in a spurious
association between earnings opacity and our equity market measures. While we have
attempted to control for the factors suggested by the past literature, theoretical and
empirical limitations prevent us from knowing whether all important influences have
been controlled. While our research design mitigates concerns over the endogeneity of
earnings opacity, we are unable to ensure that endogeneity does not impact our analy-
ses. Second, we undoubtedly measure earnings opacity with error, and this measurement
error could impact our analyses. Finally, our cross-sectional tests relating earnings opac-
ity to various factors that might influence financial reporting quality are cross-sectional
tests rather than panel data tests. As such, these tests lack power due to the lack of data,
and are particularly susceptible to bias caused by correlated omitted variables. 

Keeping these limitations in mind, there are important implications of our analyses
for investors, securities regulators and academics. Our cross-sectional analysis documents
associations between the proportion of auditors in the population and disclosure level
and earnings opacity, suggesting that increased enforcement of accounting standards
through auditing, and increased disclosure may improve earnings transparency. We doc-
ument economically and statistically important relations between our measures of the
distributional properties of reported earnings opacity and the cost of equity capital and
trade. These findings are consistent with the joint hypotheses that our measures are asso-
ciated with opaque earnings, and that investors perceive risk associated with opaque
earnings. So our result is consistent with the widely-held belief that recent sharp declines
in U.S. equity prices are in response to widely publicized accounting “scandals” in the
United States, scandals which have heightened investors concerns over earnings opacity,
prompting investors to demand greater premiums.

Our analyses clearly suggest that further research into the impact of informational
risk in general, and earnings opacity specifically, on equity markets is warranted. One
avenue of future research could develop techniques to assess earnings opacity at the indi-
vidual firm level, and then test for links between earnings opacity and equity market vari-
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ables at the firm level rather than at a country level. A second avenue for research would
be to determine which institutional factors impact which dimension of earnings opacity.
A third avenue for research, and in our view the most useful avenue, is to develop more
refined earnings opacity measures from the distribution of reported earnings.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Country Financial Number of Indices of Market Capitali- Dollar Volume in 

Statement Data Firm-Years Stock Markets zation of Main Main Exchange

Exchange

(Annual) (Monthly) (Monthly) (Monthly)

(Sample Period) (Sample Period) (Sample Period) (Sample Period)

Australia 86Y-98Y 888 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

Austria 87Y-98Y 472 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 08/86_12/98

Belgium 86Y-98Y 567 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

Brazil 91Y-98Y 550 01/86_12/98 07/94_12/98 NA

Canada 86Y-98Y 1,997 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

Chile 94Y-98Y 147 01/86_12/98 07/89_12/98 07/89_12/98

Denmark 88Y-98Y 953 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 04/88_12/98

Finland 86Y-98Y 704 12/87_12/98 03/88_12/98 NA

France 86Y-98Y 3,834 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 06/88_12/98

Germany 86Y-98Y 3,847 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 06/88_12/98

Greece 90Y-98Y 491 01/86_12/98 01/88_12/98 01/88_12/98

Hong Kong 87Y-98Y 925 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 06/88_12/98

India 92Y-98Y 1,342 01/86_12/98 01/90_12/98 01/95_12/98

Indonesia 92Y-98Y 493 12/89_12/98 04/90_12/98 04/90_12/97

Ireland 86Y-98Y 445 12/87_12/98 01/86_12/98 NA

Italy 86Y-98Y 1,146 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 07/86_12/98

Japan 86Y-98Y 8,762 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/90_12/98

Malaysia 86Y-98Y 1,233 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

Mexico 90Y-98Y 361 01/86_12/98 01/88_12/98 01/88_12/98

Netherlands 86Y-98Y 1,367 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 02/86_12/98

Norway 88Y-98Y 502 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

Pakistan 92Y-98Y 361 01/86_12/98 NA NA

Portugal 93Y-98Y 165 01/86_12/98 01/90_12/98 01/90_12/98

Singapore 86Y-98Y 566 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

South Africa 86Y-98Y 889 12/92_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/90_12/98

South Korea 89Y-98Y 867 01/86_12/98 09/87_12/98 09/87_12/98

Spain 88Y-98Y 483 01/86_12/98 03/87_12/98 02/90_12/98

Sweden 86Y-98Y 1,004 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

Switzerland 86Y-98Y 1,261 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/89_12/98

Taiwan 93Y-98Y 577 01/86_12/98 09/87_12/98 04/91_12/98

Thailand 92Y-98Y 765 01/86_12/98 01/87_12/98 01/87_12/98

Turkey 93Y-98Y 188 12/86_12/98 01/88_12/98 01/88_12/98

United Kingdom 86Y-98Y 8,974 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 10/86_12/98

United States 86Y-98Y 11,527 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

All Countries 58,653

Appendix Description of data used

Notes:

(1) Annual financial statement data for firms in 20 developed markets and 14 emerging markets were obtained from

Worldscope. These countries are listed in Column 1. The sample period per country is given in Column 2. The num-

ber of firm-years is given in Column 3.

(2) Data on monthly stock market indices for the 20 developed markets were obtained from Morgan Stanley Capital

Market International (MSCI). Data on monthly stock market indices for the 14 emerging markets were obtained from
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(7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Dividend Yield GDP of Country Exports of Country Imports of Country Exchange Rate

(Quarterly

(Monthly) or Annual) (Monthly) (Monthly) (Monthly)

(Sample Period) (Sample Period)

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/93_12/98 01/93_12/98 01/86_12/98

NA 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

03/88_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/90_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/90_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

04/90_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

05/89_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

NA 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/90_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

09/87_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

03/87_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

05/88_12/98 85Q4_98Y 01/88_12/98 01/88_12/98 12/93_12/98

01/87_12/98 86Y_98Y 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

06/89_12/98 87Q1_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

01/86_12/98 85Q4_98Q4 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98 01/86_12/98

the International Financial Corporation (IFC). The sample periods are given in Column 4.

(3) Data on monthly market capitalization, dollar volume, and monthly dividend yields were obtained from

Datastream. The sample periods are given in Columns 5,6, and 7.

(4) Data on quarterly/annual GDP, monthly exports, monthly imports, and monthly foreign exchange rates were from

the International Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund. The statistics for Taiwan come from

Datastream. The sample periods are given in Columns 8, 9, 10 and 11.
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EARNINGS OPACITY

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Countries Earnings Loss Earnings Auditors per Disclosure IAS

Aggressiveness Avoidance Smoothing 100,000 level use
population

Australia -0.0213 -0.04615 -0.82374 539 80 0
Austria -0.03727 0.500397 -0.87909 NA 62 0
Belgium -0.05467 0.317765 -0.87866 38 68 0
Brazil -0.0068 0.035416 -0.77614 1 NA 1
Canada -0.03433 0.450318 -0.81781 350 75 0
Chile -0.01706 0.6 -0.91368 87 78 NA
Denmark -0.03937 0.267444 -0.91274 106 75 0
Finland -0.03267 0.621092 -0.88223 10 83 0
France -0.03827 0.376352 -0.86549 45 78 1
Germany -0.04138 0.586525 -0.8978 26 67 0
Greece 0.01344 0.652206 -0.91468 12 61 NA
Hong Kong -0.01194 0.17013 -0.85786 110 73 0
India 0.001681 0.735644 -0.86787 9 61 1
Indonesia -0.00098 0.733766 -0.85613 2 NA NA
Ireland -0.024 0.153846 -0.86847 262 81 1
Italy -0.02733 0.505334 -0.92531 110 66 0
Japan -0.01247 0.642863 -0.92135 10 71 0
Korea (South) -0.0115 0.595265 -0.93793 7 68 0
Malaysia -0.01226 0.469553 -0.87234 48 79 2
Mexico -0.02058 -0.03333 -0.74486 15 71 1
Netherlands -0.04506 0.378023 -0.9172 52 74 1
Norway -0.03786 0.178788 -0.72913 NA 75 1
Pakistan -0.02584 0.616327 -0.91133 2 73 2
Portugal -0.06614 0.211112 -0.87479 NA NA 1
Singapore -0.02534 0.484873 -0.88578 273 79 1
South Africa -0.02021 0.307692 -0.88157 35 79 1
Spain -0.0379 0.514142 -0.85582 18 72 0
Sweden -0.02256 0.340096 -0.84528 41 83 0
Switzerland -0.03963 0.589985 -0.87921 53 80 1
Taiwan -0.02405 0.691198 -0.85276 17 58 NA
Thailand -0.03953 0.730403 -0.85693 5 66 2
Turkey 0.127142 0.5 -0.67144 NA 58 1
United Kingdom -0.02924 0.372985 -0.8683 352 85 0
United States -0.03833 0.350638 -0.77688 168 76 0
All Countries -0.02141 0.38765 -0.86541 93 73

Table 1 Summary Statistics
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OTHER VARIABLES

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
Common Mean monthly return/ Real % Insider Trading Liberalization

law standard deviation of Trade GDP growth Enforcement
monthly return (1985-1998) Date

Yes 0.1292 -3.3862 3.14 1996 Before 01/86
No 0.0980 -3.5173 2.49 No Before 01/86
No 0.3282 -4.6080 2.21 1994 Before 01/86
No 0.0285 NA 2.70 1978 05/91
Yes 0.1446 -3.6756 2.54 1976 Before 01/86
No 0.2628 -4.9177 6.75 1996 01/92
No 0.2198 -5.0497 2.37 1996 Before 01/86
No 0.1572 NA 2.12 1993 Before 01/86
No 0.2164 -4.0970 2.13 1975 Before 01/86
No 0.1671 -1.9795 2.96 1995 Before 01/86
No 0.1708 -4.0892 2.15 1996 12/87
Yes 0.1455 -3.401 5.30 1994 Before 01/86
Yes 0.0301 -3.7879 5.73 1998 11/92
No -0.0876 -4.5513 4.55 1996 09/89
Yes 0.2213 NA 5.95 No Before 01/86
No 0.1339 -4.2832 1.93 1996 Before 01/86
No 0.0698 -4.2534 2.74 1990 Before 01/86
No 0.0433 -2.9382 7.48 1988 12/88
Yes 0.0271 -4.3673 6.50 1996 05/89
No 0.1243 -3.3118 3.27 No Before 01/86
No 0.3426 -2.8995 2.74 1994 Before 01/86
No 0.0839 -3.4892 2.94 1990 02/91
Yes 0.0369 NA 4.26 No 07/86
No 0.0822 -5.1253 4.38 No Before 01/86
Yes 0.0958 -4.0609 6.97 1978 01/92
No 0.0609 -4.2894 1.30 No Before 01/86
No 0.2321 -3.3038 3.18 1998 Before 01/86
No 0.2242 -3.6422 1.49 1990 Before 01/86
No 0.2602 -3.3903 1.51 1995 Before 01/86
No 0.0950 -2.3109 7.26 1989 01/91
Yes 0.0542 -3.3376 5.97 1993 09/87
No 0.0698 -3.6251 4.82 1996 08/89
Yes 0.2369 -3.1222 2.57 1981 Before 01/86
Yes 0.3097 -2.7766 2.73 1961 Before 01/86

0.1416 -3.7196 3.74
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Table 2 Relation between earnings opacity measures and other financial reporting
measures

Correlation Matrix

Loss Earnings Auditors per Disclosure IAS Common
Avoidanceb Smoothingc 100,000 Levele Usef Lawg

Populationd

Earnings 
Aggressivenessa .152 .453* -.135 -.404* .135 -.034
Loss Avoidanceb 1 -.431* -.448* -.429* .096 -.069
Earnings 
Smoothingc 1 .210 -.094 .138 .050
Auditors per 
100,000 
Populationd 1 .458* -.284 .581*
Disclosure Levele 1 -.031 .251
IAS Usef 1 .250
Common Lawg 1

* significant at p < .05, two-tailed test

a We scale accruals by lagged total assets for each firm, determine its median in the cross-section of firms per coun-

try per year, and then average across time to obtain the “earnings aggressiveness” variable per country.
b We define firms with small positive earnings (small negative earnings) as firms with net income scaled by lagged

total assets between 0 and 1% (between 0 and -1%). We subtract the number of firms with small negative earnings

from the number of firms with small positive earnings per country per year, divide this difference by the sum of

the two, and then average this ratio across time to obtain the “loss avoidance” variable per country.
c We find the correlation between the change in accruals and the change in operating cash flows (both scaled by

lagged total assets) in the cross-section of firms per country per year, and then average across time to obtain the

“earnings smoothing” variable per country.
d The number of auditors per 100,000 population comes from Saudagaran and Diga (1997), Table 6, page 51. The

original source is communication with the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Secretariat, August 13,

1996.
e Disclosure level data comes from Saudagaran and Diga (1997), Table 2, page 46. The original source is the Center

for International Financial Analysis and Research (CIFAR (1995)). The higher the number, more is the disclo-

sure.
f International Accounting Standards (IAS) use data comes from Choi, Frost and Meek (1999), exhibit 8.6, page

264. They took it from International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC Insight dated October, 1997.) 0 -

completely independent standard setting, no use of IAS except possibly a comparison with IAS; 1 - separate

accounting standards that are based on and similar to IAS in most cases, however, some standards provide more

or less choice; 2 - IAS are used as national standards with some modification for local conditions, standards not

covered by IAS added.
g The common law data comes from the CIA World Factbook, 2001, 

http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook.
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Table 3 Earnings Opacity Ranking of Countriesa

a The data used to construct the earnings opacity variables come from Worldscope.
b We scale accruals by lagged total assets for each firm, determine its median in the cross-section of firms per coun-

try per year, and then rank these medians across years and across countries. This rank is the “earnings aggressive-
ness” time-series variable per country.

c We define firms with small positive earnings (small negative earnings) as firms with net income scaled by lagged
total assets between 0 and 1% (between 0 and -1%). We subtract the number of firms with small negative earnings
from the number of firms with small positive earnings per country per year, divide this difference by the sum of the
two, and then rank this ratio across years and across countries. This rank is the “loss avoidance” time-series variable
per country.

d We find the correlation between the change in accruals and the change in operating cash flows (both scaled by
lagged total assets) in the cross-section of firms per country per year, and then rank these correlations across years
and across countries. This rank is the “earnings smoothing” time-series variable per country.

e The “overall earnings opacity” time-series variable per country is the average of the “earnings aggressiveness” time-
series variable per country, the “loss avoidance” time-series variable per country and the “earnings smoothing” time-
series variable per country.

Least, 1

2

3

4

Most, 5

Earnings aggres-
siveness b

Portugal
Belgium

Netherlands
Germany

Switzerland
United States

Denmark

France
Spain

Finland
Austria
Canada

Thailand
Norway

Italy
United Kingdom

Pakistan
Ireland

Australia
Sweden

Singapore

Taiwan
Chile
Japan

South Africa
Brazil

Mexico
Hong Kong

Malaysia
South Korea

Indonesia
India

Greece
Turkey

Loss 
avoidance c

Brazil
Mexico

Australia
United States

Norway
Ireland

Denmark

France
United Kingdom

Belgium
Sweden
Portugal
Canada

Hong Kong

Netherlands
South Africa

Austria
Singapore

South Korea
Malaysia
Germany

Italy
Spain

Switzerland
Japan

Finland
Pakistan

Chile

Greece
Turkey
Taiwan

Thailand
India

Indonesia

Earnings 
smoothing d

Turkey
United States

Brazil
Norway
Mexico
Canada

Australia

Taiwan
Spain

France
Thailand
Sweden

United Kingdom
India

Hong Kong
Portugal

Indonesia
Malaysia

Switzerland
Finland

Singapore

Belgium
South Africa

Austria
Germany
Ireland
Pakistan
Denmark

Chile
Greece
Japan

Netherlands
Italy

South Korea

Overall earnings
opacity e

United States
Norway
Portugal

Brazil
Belgium
Mexico
Canada

France
Australia

Spain
United Kingdom

Denmark
Switzerland

Sweden

Germany
Netherlands

Finland
Austria

Thailand
Ireland

Hong Kong

Singapore
Taiwan
Turkey

South Africa
Malaysia

Italy
Pakistan

Japan
Chile
India

Indonesia
South Korea

Greece
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Table 4 Effect of Earnings Opacity on the Cost of Equity (Using Dividend Yields) a

Model:
Cost of Equityi,t = �0 + �1 Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t-1 + �2 Liberalizationi,t + �3 Insider

Trading Enforcementi,t + �4 GDP Growthi,t + ui,t

Dependent variable b Cost of equity

Independent variables c (1) (2) (3) (4)
Earnings aggressiveness d 0.0012

(0.0000)

Loss avoidance e 0.0000
(0.9479)

Earnings smoothing f 0.0001
(0.7443)

Overall earnings opacity g 0.0012
(0.0011)

Liberalization h -0.0045 -0.0040 -0.0040 -0.0043
(0.0862) (0.1301) (0.1293) (0.1033)

Insider trading enforcement i -0.0038 -0.0039 -0.0039 -0.0040
(0.0345) (0.0300) (0.0320) (0.0260)

GDP growth j 0.0011 0.0013 0.0013 0.0012
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

a The numbers below are coefficient estimates from panel regressions, and are corrected for country fixed-effects,
country-specific heteroskedasticity and country-specific autocorrelation. p-values are in parentheses.

b The dependent variable “Cost of equity” is constructed as follows. The cost of equity, if backed out from the divi-
dend discount model, equals current dividend yield (1+ expected dividend growth rate) + expected dividend
growth rate. Assuming that dividend growth rates follow a random walk, we replace expected values with contem-
porary values. The dividend yield data were obtained from Datastream for the main stock market of each country.
The sample periods for which this data were obtained are given in the Appendix.

c The first four independent variables are the earnings opacity variables, whereas the other independent variables
are the control variables. The earnings opacity variables are rank variables. A higher rank implies more earnings
opacity. The data to construct the earnings opacity variables come from Worldscope.

d We scale accruals by lagged total assets for each firm, determine its median in the cross-section of firms per coun-
try per year, and then rank these medians across years and across countries. This rank is the “earnings aggressive-
ness” time-series variable per country.

e We define firms with small positive earnings (small negative earnings) as firms with net income scaled by lagged
total assets between 0 and 1% (between 0 and -1%). We subtract the number of firms with small negative earnings
from the number of firms with small positive earnings per country per year, divide this difference by the sum of the
two, and then rank this ratio across years and across countries. This rank is the “loss avoidance” time-series variable
per country.

f We find the correlation between the change in accruals and the change in operating cash flows (both scaled by
lagged total assets) in the cross-section of firms per country per year, and then rank these correlations across years
and across countries. This rank is the “earnings smoothing” time-series variable per country.

g The “overall earnings opacity” time-series variable per country is the average of the “earnings aggressiveness” time-
series variable per country, the “loss avoidance” time-series variable per country and the “earnings smoothing” time-
series variable per country.

h The control variable “Liberalization” is an indicator variable. It changes from 0 to 1 in the month after the official
liberalization date that was obtained from Bekaert and Harvey (2000). These liberalization dates are given in Table
1.

i The control variable “insider trading enforcement” is an indicator variable. It changes from 0 to 1 in the year after
the first enforcement of insider trading laws. This date was obtained from Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002). These
insider trading enforcement dates are given in Table 1.

j The control variable “GDP growth” is the growth rate of gross domestic product of a country every year. This data
comes from the World Bank (http://www.worldbank.org/research/growth/GDNdata.htm).
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Table 5 Effect of Earnings Opacity on the Cost of Equity 
(Using an International Asset Pricing Factor Model)

Model 1:
The international asset pricing factor model used for risk-adjusting is

where the measure of integration of country i at time t,Φi,t , is defined as

and λcov is the price of the covariance risk with the world, and λvar is the price of own coun-
try variance risk. The independent variables are the conditional covariances and variances,
hi,w,t and hi, t, respectively, and these are obtained from the multivariate ARCH model below:

where
εi, t-j is the innovation in monthly return of the stock market index of country i at 

time t-j, j ε, {0,1,2,3}, and
εw, t-j is the innovation in monthly return of the stock market index of the world at 

time t-j, jε, {0,1,2,3}.
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Dependent variable b Excess return of country 

Some independent variables c

Covariance of the country’s equity return with the world 
equity return multiplied by the measure of the country’s λcov = 2.1625
integration with the world (0.1076)

Variance of the country’s equity return multiplied by one λvar = 2.6432
minus the measure of the country’s integration with the world (0.1244)

a The numbers below are coefficient estimates from the panel regressions described above. p-values are in paren-
theses.

b The dependent variable is the monthly equity return for each country minus the one month U.S. T-Bill return. The
equity return for each country is computed from its stock market index. Data on monthly stock market indices for
the 20 developed markets were obtained from Morgan Stanley Capital Market International (MSCI). Data on
monthly stock market indices for the 14 emerging markets were obtained from the International Financial
Corporation (IFC). The sample periods are given in the Appendix. The data for the one-month U.S. Treasury bill
return was obtained from DataStream.

c The measure of a country’s integration with the world, as defined above, is computed from its exports, imports, and
GDP. It is equation (4) in the text. Data on quarterly/annual GDP, monthly exports and monthly imports were from
the International Financial Statistics of the International Monetary Fund. The statistics for Taiwan come from
DataStream. The sample periods are given in the Appendix.

The conditional covariance of the return of the stock market index with the depreciation
of the ith foreign currency with respect to the dollar at time t, defined as the foreign
exchange risk and denoted as hi,ifx, t, is estimated from the multivariate ARCH model below.

where
εi, t-j is the innovation in monthly return of the stock market index of country i at time 

t-j, j ε, {0,1,2,3}, and
εifx, t-j is the innovation in monthly depreciation of the ith foreign currency with respect to

the dollar at time t-j, j ε {0,1,2,3}.

Table 5 (Continued)
Panel A: Some coefficients of the risk-adjustment model, Model 1 a
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Table 5 (Continued)
Model 2:

Residual from Model 1, ei,t = �0 + �1 Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t-1 + �2 Foreign Exchange Riski,t

+ �3 Liquidity Riski,t + �4 Liberalizationi,t + �5 Insider Trading Enforcementi,t + �6 GDP Growthi,t + vi,t

Panel B: Coefficients of Model 2 a

Dependent variableb Residual from Risk Adjustment Model

Independent variables c (1) (2) (3) (4)

Earnings aggressiveness d -0.0001
(0.8121)

Loss avoidance e 0.0013
(0.0022)

Earnings smoothing f 0.0000
(0.9899)

Overall earnings opacity g 0.0014
(0.0783)

Foreign exchange risk, hi,ifx,t
h 7.4670 7.5572 7.4821 7.6567

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001)

Liquidity i 0.0035 0.0034 0.0035 0.0041
(0.0190) (0.0142) (0.0137) (0.0042)

Liberalization j -0.0143 -0.0142 -0.0143 -0.0145
(0.0275) (0.0029) (0.0027) (0.0024)

Insider trading enforcement k -0.0032 -0.0045 -0.0033 -0.0040
(0.2613) (0.1220) (0.2473) (0.1720)

GDP growth l 0.0007 0.0006 0.0007 0.0005
(0.1920) (0.2971) (0.2020) (0.3852)

a The numbers below are coefficient estimates from panel regressions, and are corrected for country fixed-effects,
country-specific heteroskedasticity and country-specific autocorrelation. p-values are in parentheses.

b The dependent variable is the residual from Model 1.
c The first four independent variables are the earnings opacity variables, whereas the other independent variables

are the control variables. The earnings opacity variables are rank variables. A higher rank implies more earnings
opacity. The data to construct the earnings opacity variables come from World scope.

d We scale accruals by lagged total assets for each firm, determine its median in the cross-section of firms per coun-
try per year, and then rank these medians across years and across countries. This rank is the “earnings aggressive-
ness” time-series variable per country.

e We define firms with small positive earnings (small negative earnings) as firms with net income scaled by lagged
total assets between 0 and 1% (between 0 and -1%). We subtract the number of firms with small negative earnings
from the number of firms with small positive earnings per country per year, divide this difference by the sum of the
two, and then rank this ratio across years and across countries. This rank is the “loss avoidance” time-series variable
per country.

f We find the correlation between the change in accruals and the change in operating cash flows (both scaled by
lagged total assets) in the cross-section of firms per country per year, and then rank these correlations across years
and across countries. This rank is the “earnings smoothing” time-series variable per country.

g The “overall earnings opacity” time-series variable per country is the average of the “earnings aggressiveness” time-
series variable per country, the “loss avoidance” time-series variable per country and the “earnings smoothing” time-
series variable per country.

h The control variable “foreign exchange risk” is estimated from the multivariate ARCH model given above.

(Information on: i, j, k and l see page 50)
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Table 5 (Continued)

i The control variable “liquidity” is defined as the natural logarithm of the ratio of volume of dollar trade per month
to dollar market capitalization at the end of the month. This data were obtained from DataStream for the main
stock market of each country. The sample periods for which this data were available are given in the Appendix.

j The control variable “Liberalization” is an indicator variable. It changes from 0 to 1 in the month after the official
liberalization date that was obtained from Bekaert and Harvey (2000). These liberalization dates are given in 
Table 1.

k The control variable “insider trading enforcement” is an indicator variable. It changes from 0 to 1 in the year after
the first enforcement of insider trading laws. This date was obtained from Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002). These
insider trading enforcement dates are given in Table 1.

l The control variable “GDP growth” is the growth rate of gross domestic product of a country every year. This data
comes from the World Bank (http://www.worldbank.org/research/growth/GDNdata.htm).
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Table 6 Effect of Earnings Opacity on Trade a

Model 1:
Tradei,t = �0 + �1 Dimension of Earnings Opacityi,t-1 + �2 Liberalizationi,t + �3 Insider Trading
Enforcementi,t + �4 GDP Growthi,t + ui,t

Dependent variable b Trade

Independent variables c (1) (2) (3) (4)

Earnings aggressiveness d -0.0423
(0.0000)

Loss avoidance e 0.0026
(0.4440)

Earnings smoothing f -0.0375
(0.0000)

Overall earnings opacity g -0.0496
(0.0000)

Liberalization h 0.2581 0.2212 0.2298 0.2230
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

Insider trading enforcement i 0.4535 0.5010 0.4813 0.4855
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

GDP growth j -0.0030 -0.0114 -0.0051 -0.0013
(0.3613) (0.0005) (0.1197) (0.7147)

a The numbers below are coefficient estimates from panel regressions, and are corrected for country fixed-effects,
country-specific heteroskedasticity and country-specific autocorrelation. p-values are in parentheses.

b The dependent variable “trade” is defined as the natural logarithm of the ratio of volume of dollar trade per month
to dollar market capitalization at the end of the month. This data were obtained from DataStream for the main
stock market of each country. The sample periods for which this data were available are given in the Appendix.

c The first four independent variables are the earnings opacity variables, whereas the other independent variables
are the control variables. The earnings opacity variables are rank variables. A higher rank implies more earnings
opacity. The data to construct the earnings opacity variables come from World scope.

d We scale accruals by lagged total assets for each firm, determine its median in the cross-section of firms per coun-
try per year, and then rank these medians across years and across countries. This rank is the “earnings aggressive-
ness” time-series variable per country.

e We define firms with small positive earnings (small negative earnings) as firms with net income scaled by lagged
total assets between 0 and 1% (between 0 and -1%). We subtract the number of firms with small negative earnings
from the number of firms with small positive earnings per country per year, divide this difference by the sum of the
two, and then rank this ratio across years and across countries. This rank is the “loss avoidance” time-series variable
per country.

f We find the correlation between the change in accruals and the change in operating cash flows (both scaled by
lagged total assets) in the cross-section of firms per country per year, and then rank these correlations across years
and across countries. This rank is the “earnings smoothing” time-series variable per country.

g The “overall earnings opacity” time-series variable per country is the average of the “earnings aggressiveness” time-
series variable per country, the “loss avoidance” time-series variable per country and the “earnings smoothing” time-
series variable per country.

h The control variable “Liberalization” is an indicator variable. It changes from 0 to 1 in the month after the official
liberalization date that was obtained from Bekaert and Harvey (2000). These liberalization dates are given in 
Table 1.

i The control variable “insider trading enforcement” is an indicator variable. It changes from 0 to 1 in the year after
the first enforcement of insider trading laws. This date was obtained from Bhattacharya and Daouk (2002). These
insider trading enforcement dates are given in Table 1.

j The control variable “GDP growth” is the growth rate of gross domestic product of a country every year. This data
comes from the World Bank (http://www.worldbank.org/research/growth/GDNdata.htm).
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